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Abstract—Many of the data-centric network services deployed today hold massive volumes of data at their origin websites, accessing the data to dynamically generate responses. Such dynamic responses are poorly supported by traditional caching infrastructures and result in poor performance and scalability for such services. One way of remediating this situation is to develop alternative caching infrastructures, which can dynamically detect the often large degree of service usage locality and leverage such information to on-demand replicate and redirect requests to service portions at appropriate network locations. Key to building such infrastructures is the ability to cluster and inspect client requests, at various points across a wide-area network.

This paper presents a zone-based scheme for constructing oriented overlays, which provide such an ability. Oriented overlays differ from previously proposed unstructured overlays in supporting network traffic flows from many sources towards one (or a small number) of destinations, and vice-versa. A good oriented overlay would offer sufficient clustering ability without adversely affecting path latencies. Our overlay construction scheme organizes participating nodes into different zones according to their latencies from the origin server(s), and has each node associate with one or more parents in another zone closer to the origin. Extensive experiments with a PlanetLab-based implementation of our scheme shows that it produces overlays that are (1) robust to network dynamics; (2) offer good clustering ability; and (3) minimally impact end-to-end network latencies seen by clients.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the World Wide Web has undergone a transformation from its read-only, information-centric roots into an infrastructure that provides programmatic access to a variety of sophisticated services. Many of these services hold massive volumes of data at their origin web sites and serve requests by dynamically generating responses. Illustrative examples include Amazon Web Services [1], the Google Web APIs service [2], and imagery services such as Microsoft’s MapPoint [3], TerraServer [4] and SkyServer [5]. Such data-centric services do not see much scalability or performance benefit either from traditional caching infrastructures (responses are considered as “uncacheable”) or from content delivery networks (CDNs) (the massive volumes of data prevent replicating the whole website contents on edge servers). Fortunately, data-centric services present a high degree of locality in service usage patterns across several dimensions: dataspace, network regions and timescales. This characteristic offers the potential of developing alternative caching infrastructures, which can dynamically detect service usage locality and leverage such information to on-demand replicate service portions on and redirect requests to appropriate locations. Key to building such infrastructures is the ability to cluster and inspect client requests, at various points across a wide-area network, in other words to route client requests across an appropriately designed overlay network.

Building an efficient and scalable peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay network for data-sharing has been well studied by many researchers. Proposed approaches fall into two main categories: structured and unstructured overlays. Structured P2P overlays, like Tapestry [6], CAN [7], Chord [8], Pastry [9] and Coral [10], were designed principally to support data discovery and cooperative data storage. To do so, they make use of distributed hash tables (DHTs) whereby a data item is identified by a key and nodes are organized into a structured graph topology that maps each key to a responsible node where the data or a pointer to the data is stored. Unstructured P2P overlays, like Gnutella [11], Freenet [12] and Kazaa [13], organize nodes into a random graph topology and use floods or random walks for data discovery and other queries. However, data discovery in such overlays might travel arbitrarily long distances (for random walks) or use a lot of extra network bandwidth (for floods), resulting in inefficiencies. To address this problem, several researchers, [14]–[17], have proposed exploiting the network proximity among participating nodes to improve efficiency and scalability. These systems advocate the concept of locality-awareness: nodes that are relatively close to each other in the underlying network are clustered/grouped together to ensure that communication between two nodes in a group does not travel outside of this group. Although both structured and locality-aware unstructured overlays provide an efficient scheme for file-sharing in a system where any peer is likely to communicate with any other peer, they are not a good match to the requirement of data-centric services. The latter requires that the participating nodes be organized with an orientation “bias” towards an (or a small number of) origin server(s) such that (1) service usage locality can be detected dynamically by inspecting the underlying traffic flows; and (2) such locality can yield clustering and reuse benefits by replicating a small portion of data from the origin server(s) at a few locations.

In this paper, we present a zone-based scheme for constructing such oriented overlays to facilitate locality detection in
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data-centric service usage patterns. Oriented overlays differ from previously proposed unstructured overlays in supporting network traffic flows from many sources towards one (or a small number) of destinations, and vice-versa. A good oriented overlay would offer sufficient clustering ability without adversely affecting path latencies. The term “clustering” is used differently in our work than in locality-aware unstructured overlays: we are not attempting to providing connectivity among grouped nodes, instead, the nodes being clustered will redirect requests to and receive responses from the same set of parent(s). The intent is to provide a merge point in the network where requests from clients that are “close” to each other can be grouped together and inspected for service usage locality. Although the metric used in clustering can, in general, be application-specific, in this paper, we work with network latency.

Our overlay construction scheme organizes participating nodes into different zones according to their latencies from the origin server(s), and has each node associate with one or more parents in another zone closer to the origin. By clustering nearby nodes at different levels of the network, dynamic detection of service usage locality is possible at different granularities of network regions, enabling consequent replication of the associated service portions to be performed on-demand.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces some illustrative data-centric services deployed in the Internet. In Section III and IV, we describe our zone-based scheme and parent selection algorithm for construction of oriented overlays. In Section V, we report our experiences on implementing oriented overlays on PlanetLab, a scalable, real-world network, and evaluate the characteristics of the resulting overlays. Finally, we discuss related work in Section VI, and summarize and discuss possible extensions in Section VII.

II. Background

Clients of data-centric network services are typically geographically distributed, and access the services across a wide-area network. Service providers usually host the services at their origin web site and serve requests at one or a small number of web servers, which are responsible for dynamically generating responses by querying again a back-end database (virtual or physical). The volumes of data accessed by such data-centric services are usually extremely large, which prevent services from being replicated on CDN systems like Akamaï’s. For example, in the SkyServer service, which provides Internet access to the public Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data, the magnitude of data is on the order of 10 terabytes. For other high energy and nuclear physics services, data volumes can be as large as on the order of petabytes.

In previous work [18], we identified that there exists a high degree of locality in data-centric service usage across several dimensions: dataspace, network regions and multiple timescales. An illustrative example from a 4-month trace (Jan. 1 2004 - Apr. 30, 2004) of the SkyServer service shows that: (1) 10% of client IP addresses contribute to about 99.95% of requests, and (2) 84.04% of these requests hit on 30% of the regions in the data space. (The results came from an analysis where the astronomic database of the North American Sky was partitioned into 1024 by 1024 regions using the sky coordinate systems, and we accumulated client requests directed towards an individual region). In addition to such spatial and end-host locality, our analysis reveals that similar locality structures can found across multiple network levels. These results imply that a small subset of service data, which accounts for a large fraction of the overall request load, can be replicated at a small number of network locations, where a large fraction of requests originate, to significantly improve overall system scalability and performance. Similar trends are also observed in the TerraServer service, and are expected in other services such as Microsoft’s MapPoint, MapQuest, Google’s Web API’s, etc.

Our results suggest the possibility of building novel caching infrastructures where network intermediaries that can dynamically inspect traffic flowing between clients and services, infer models for service access patterns, and potentially improve service scalability by taking actions such as replication, request redirection, or admission control. We described the design and implementation of one such infrastructure in [19].

However, benefits from such infrastructures depend on how the underlying network is organized. Clearly, if requests are routed among intermediaries in a way that makes locality detection hard, the infrastructures can not take replication and redirection actions. Similarly, if all requests are forced to go directly through a central server, not much benefits can be expected even if requests exhibit locality at the network level and in the targeted data space.

The first observation suggests that client requests must be routed through the network in a way that permit intermediate locations to identify and hopefully exploit request similarity. The second observation requires that these locations be distributed across the network as opposed to being clustered around the origin server(s). The challenge addressed in this paper is how to tradeoff between these two considerations.

III. Design

Our solution to the above challenge is to build what we call “oriented overlays”. We describe in turn their design, construction and maintenance, and the properties they offer. We assume that our overlays will involve on the order of $10^0$ — $10^3$ origin server(s) and $10^2$ — $10^3$ participating nodes.

A. Overview

Overlay networks are constructed by participating nodes. Each node runs a protocol to communicate with other nodes and feeds the collected information into a centralized or
A distributed algorithm which organizes the participating nodes into a logical topology based on some metrics like latency, network bandwidth, etc.

In our oriented overlay networks, we assume there exist reliable origin servers that are physically close to the service web sites. The participating nodes consist of application-level routers that are responsible for relaying service requests and responses. Instead of pursuing optimal distances between nodes as other locality-aware overlays do, our primary goal is to build an overlay that can cluster and inspect client requests at various points in the network, without adversely affecting path latencies. To realize this goal, we propose a zone-based scheme.

A zone defines a range of distances (in terms of network latency) from an origin server: the higher the level of a zone, the farther away from the origin it is. According to their distances from the origin, the participating nodes are partitioned into different zones. Each participating node then selects one or more parents to connect to, forming an overlay. The parent selection has an orientation “bias” towards the origin: (1) a participating node A can only select another node B as its parent if B resides in a lower level zone; (2) the candidate parents for node A come from the nodes which reside in A’s next non-empty lower zone; and (3) to avoid adversely introducing additional overhead on latency for the path from A to the origin, A usually selects the closest node(s) from the candidates as its parent(s).

Figure 1 illustrates a desirable overlay for a data-centric service with a single origin server. In this illustration, nodes 1 and 2 that are close to each other share a common pattern when accessing the service. Similarly, nodes 4 and 5 share another pattern. Node 3, located between these two groups, shares both patterns. Using our zone-based scheme, the participating nodes are partitioned into three zones: the first zone consists of nodes that are up to 20 msec away from the origin; the second zone consists of nodes whose distances from the origin are between 20 msec and 60 msec; and the third zone consists of nodes whose distances from the origin are larger than 60 msec. Ideally, nodes 1 and 2 will be directed to a node like node 6 for relaying service requests and responses, because node 6 provides a shorter path to the origin, compared to alternatives such as node 8. On the other hand, node 3 would not be selected as a parent for nodes 1 and 2 because it belongs to the same zone and could potentially adversely increase the latencies of the path between node 1 or 2 and the origin. The example overlay shown in the figure has the advantage that the intermediate nodes can easily detect service usage locality in client requests and hence allow actions such as service replication to be taken. For example, node 6 is able to detect the similarity in service usage patterns from nodes 1 and 2 and create a replica nearby node 6 to hold only a portion of the data corresponding to that usage pattern.

Our zone-based scheme can support building oriented overlays in situations where there are multiple origin servers. In this case, each origin server can have its own overlay which consists of a disjoint subset of participating nodes: each node selects the closest origin server and participates in only that origin server’s overlay construction, assuming that this overlay potentially provides the best path latency. Since the network status changes dynamically, we allow a node to switch to another origin server’s overlay from the current one if it detects that origin server to be closer.

In the rest of this section, we describe the construction and maintenance protocols for our zone-based oriented overlays, and discuss the properties our designed overlays possess.

B. Construction Protocols

A participating node needs to take two important steps to join in our overlays: Node Startup and Parent Selection.

1) Node Startup: A node joins in the system by first registering itself to the closest origin server. To do so, the
node probes the round-trip latencies between itself and all of the origin servers, selects the one with the smallest latency, and passes this information to that chosen origin in the node_join request. Upon receiving a node_join request, an origin server extracts the round-trip latency information from the request message, computes the rank of the zone that this node belongs to, and assigns the rank to this node. As a response, the origin server sends the assigned rank, along with an advised candidate parent list, back to the node. In Figure 2, steps 1 and 2 demonstrate this procedure.

Each origin server maintains a table of participating nodes and their assigned ranks.

2) Parent Selection: The parent selection algorithm is designed to ensure that paths are chosen with an orientation “bias” towards an origin server. When the origin receives a node_join request from a node, it responds with an assigned zone rank and advises that node of a list of parent candidates with lower ranks. The node then probes the round-trip latencies between itself and these parent candidates and selects K nodes with minimum latencies as its parents, where K is a threshold on the maximum number of parents that a node can have.

To avoid overload on some intermediate nodes, i.e., a situation where a large number of nodes select the same node as their parent, we also impose a restriction on the maximum...
number of children that an intermediate node can have. Hence, a node needs to communicate with its selected parent node first to confirm that indeed that node can serve as its parent. In Figure 2, steps 3 and 4 demonstrate this procedure.

Figure 3 shows the detailed actions taken on overlay nodes for our oriented overlay construction.

C. Maintenance Protocols

A good overlay should adapt itself to changes of the underlying network conditions as well as nodes joining and leaving. Key to this adaptation is the ability to effectively detect the changes and efficiently propagate such information.

1) Origin Server: In our oriented overlay networks, the origin server receives four kinds of messages: node_join, node_update, node_leave and node_dead. The first is sent by a new joining node, which registers itself to join in the overlay; the second is sent by a node which is already participating in the overlay and periodically updates the probed round-trip latency to the origin; the third is sent by a node in the overlay which has determined that it wants to switch to another overlay; and the fourth comes from a node to report that another node is “dead” when it tried to probe that node and failed.

The origin server handles the first and the second type of messages by inserting a new record into the maintained list of participating nodes if the sender does not exist, otherwise, it just updates the node information appropriately (e.g., update the assigned rank for the sender). The origin then sends the rank of the sender and an advised list of candidate parents back to the sender. For the third type of message, the origin server removes the node from the maintained list and notifies all other nodes at zones immediately higher than the one of the node which has left. For the fourth type of message, the origin does not eagerly remove the node reported as dead. Instead, it marks that node by setting a timer and increases a counter which keeps track of number of times that node has been reported as dead. In the case that either the counter exceeds a threshold or the timer expires, the node then is removed and reported as dead. In the case that the contacted candidate finds that its number of children has exceeded a threshold, it responds to the parent

message with a new record into the maintained list of participating nodes if the sender does not exist, otherwise, it just updates the node information appropriately (e.g., update the assigned rank for the sender). The origin then sends the rank of the sender and an advised list of candidate parents back to the sender. For the third type of message, the origin server removes the node from the maintained list and notifies all other nodes at zones immediately higher than the one of the node which has left. For the fourth type of message, the origin does not eagerly remove the node reported as dead. Instead, it marks that node by setting a timer and increases a counter which keeps track of number of times that node has been reported as dead. In the case that either the counter exceeds a threshold or the timer expires, the node then is removed and reported as dead. In the case that the contacted candidate finds that its number of children has exceeded a threshold, it responds to the parent selection, as discussed above, a parent_cancel message needs to be sent to the parent node that was chosen not to be its parent. Upon receiving a parent_cancel message, a node just removes the corresponding node from its child list.

D. Overlay Properties

Our zone-based overlay construction scheme is (1) relatively simple — no support from any external measurement infrastructure is needed; (2) efficient — an origin server acts as a rendezvous point by maintaining participating nodes and advising about candidate parent lists such that a node joining in the system needs only query the origin once, following a small number of probes; (3) distributed — parent selection and maintenance are pair-wise distributed algorithms; and (4) incurs minimal communication cost — the traffic contributed to our overlay construction and maintenance is light-weight compared with other unstructured overlays which rely on network floods.

Our oriented overlays are also robust in the face of high-network-churn because a node that has left the system can be detected quickly with high probability and reported to the origin, which in turn propagates this information to all of the affected nodes. Node leaves don’t really impact the connectivity of our overlays because a node can not reach the origin server only if all of its paths are broken.

The impact of overlay paths on the latency of propagating a request from a participating node to an origin server (and vice-versa) is minimal because a node’s candidate parents always reside in a lower level zone and our parent selection algorithm selects the closest candidates as parents. In this way, we ensure that a path is constructed with strong orientation “bias” towards the origin with minimal latency overhead being introduced.
Our overlays approximately position the participating nodes in the network using the measured latencies between the nodes. Given the lack of accuracy in network proximity, nodes that are clustered in our built overlay could be rather far away from each other. Such inaccuracies can affect the goodness of clustering of our overlay construction. Obviously, if additional information such as node coordinates is available (for example, a participating node can provide its position to the origin at the registration step), the clustering in our overlay can be further improved. Similarly, some other application-specific information, if provided, can also help our overlay clustering. Such information can also reduce the traffic used for our overlay construction and maintenance: the origin can advise joining nodes of more accurate parent candidate lists and hence reduce the amount of probes needed in parent selection.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented our proposed oriented overlay construction algorithm in a wide area network environment. The communication protocols described above are implemented in C code, using the UDP protocol. The total length of our C programs is about 3,000 lines.

On the server side, our server program listens on a public port to receive messages from participating nodes and processes these messages in an event-driven fashion. There is a tradeoff between notifying the participating nodes of the up-to-date status of the overlay and reducing the communication cost in overlay maintenance. In the implementation, the server does not respond to every node_update request from a participating node. Instead, it updates the information about the participating nodes with the incoming requests. The server then periodically (every 5 minutes) sends its advised candidate parent list to each participating node based on the latest information of its overlay. The advantage of doing so is clear: the traffic contributed to overlay maintenance is significantly reduced from $O(N^2)$ to $O(N)$, where $N$ is the number of nodes that participate in the overlay.\(^2\)

On the participating node side, our client program also listens on a public port to receive messages from the server(s) and other nodes, using an event-driven model. The client program responds to messages immediately. Every 30 seconds, the client program probes all of the origin servers and a subset of its candidate parents using the system tool “PING”. Specifically, the client program is configured to send out 10 ICMP ECHO_REQUEST packets to another node within 2 seconds, one for each 200 ms interval. If the client program does not receive any ICMP ECHO_RESPONSE packets within this 2 seconds period, the corresponding node is considered as “dead”. Based on the probing results, the client program takes appropriate actions such as switching overlays, reporting dead nodes or changing its parent selection. Each participating node is configured to allow a maximum of 25 children nodes and connect itself to up to 3 parents.

To support the client and server programs above, we rely upon a coordinator program running on a node that is assumed reliable. The coordinator is responsible for starting up the client and server programs (using SSH), periodically checking for liveness, and restarting the programs as required after individual nodes fail and recover.

V. EVALUATION

To study to what degree our zone-based oriented overlays demonstrate the desired properties discussed in Section III, we experimented with a prototype of our implementation on the PlanetLab network [20]. Our testbed on PlanetLab consists of 195 hosts distributed across North America, South America and Europe. In the rest of this section, we present the results of our experiments in building zone-based oriented overlays using both a single origin server with and without network churn, and using multiple origin servers.

A. Single Origin Server

1) Experiment Setup: We ran multiple experiments to construct our zone-based oriented overlays using different sets of PlanetLab hosts. In each experiment, we used the same origin server located at New York University in New York, USA. However, we randomly chose half of the hosts to participate in overlay construction. Each experiment lasted for 30 minutes and the origin server was reset to cope with the overlay construction on a different set of PlanetLab hosts.

Our zone-based scheme partitioned nodes into different zones in terms of their round-trip latencies from the origin server: Zone0 corresponds to $0 \sim 20$ ms, Zone1 corresponds to $20 \sim 60$ ms, Zone2 corresponds to $60 \sim 100$ ms, Zone3 corresponds to $100 \sim 200$ ms, and Zone4 corresponds to more than 200 ms. Intuitively, we expect nodes in north-east United States to fall into Zone0, nodes in the central portions of the United States to fall into Zone1, nodes on the west coast of the United States to fall into Zone2, and nodes in Europe or South America to fall into Zone3 or Zone4.

2) Results: We evaluate our oriented overlays according to the following aspects: (1) the nature of the overlay (how nodes are partitioned into zones, and what kind of connectivity the overlay provides), (2) the performance of the overlay (to what extent is network latency improved/impaired), and (3) the ability of the overlay to cluster client requests.

We ran 50 experiments, 9 randomly selected ones of which are presented in this paper. In the rest of this section, we focus our discussion on one illustrative example highlighted in the tables. In this experiment, 95 PlanetLab hosts were chosen to build the overlay. Among these, 6 hosts terminated our programs and rejected all further SSH connections during the experiment. Therefore, only 89 nodes (including the origin server at NYU, which is not shown in the tables) were actually used.

\(^2\)Assuming that nodes are evenly partitioned into each zone, for a node_update request from a node in an intermediate zone, the origin server needs to send out $O(N)$ notification messages. The communication cost is therefor $O(N^2)$. In our implementation, an origin server integrates all of the changes that happen to the overlay during a period, and only needs to send out $O(N)$ messages.
The ratio of these values is called Latency_Dilation. Table II summarizes the latency dilations for participating nodes in each constructed overlay. An entry in the table shows that (1) the number of nodes whose latency dilations fall into a particular range; and (2) how these nodes were partitioned among the zones in the overlay. For example, the first entry in the third column of the table, “23(14/4/5/0/0)”, should be read as “there are 23 nodes in the overlay whose latency dilations are between 0.8 ∼ 0.95; 14 of these nodes were partitioned into Zone0, 4 into Zone1 and 5 into Zone2”.

In the illustrative example, most of the nodes in Zone0 and Zone1 did not get affected because of the overlay: for nodes in Zone0, the latency is the same as would be seen by a direct connection to the origin. 3 Surprisingly, a few of the nodes in Zone1 (7 out of 18) and Zone2 (5 out of 34) achieved a better latency. On the other hand, 22 out of the 34 nodes in Zone2, and all of the nodes in Zone3 and Zone4 found their performance impaired by a factor of up to 2. Due to the extra hop(s) introduced by the constructed overlay, this is not surprising. In fact, if such “far” nodes can be clustered together and connected to the same intermediate node(s), a service replica can then be created near these intermediate nodes to significantly improve their performance.

By computing the average latency dilation of all nodes in an overlay, we found that among all 50 overlays constructed in our 50 experiments, the overhead introduced by our overlay construction was in the range 5% ∼ 15%, with an average of 9%. Our results show that our overlay construction scheme does not adversely impact node-perceived latency.

Clustering Ability One of the primary goals of our overlay construction was to provide an ability to cluster participating nodes in terms of their service access patterns.

While clustering effectiveness is necessarily influenced by application metrics, we use a model that is based on the analysis of access patterns of imagery services, such as SkyServer or TerraServer, and is also likely to be seen for map services such Microsoft’s MapPoint or MapQuest. For such services, client nodes are geographically distributed. However, nodes that are geographically close tend to share some commonness in requesting services. In our model, we approximate such locality using geographical proximity of participating nodes. Our model for service usage is as follows. Each node is associated with a geographic region where it itself sits at the center. This region represents the portion of the service data accessed by client requests originating at that node. A measure of request clustering on an intermediate node is the overlap between the geographic regions of its child nodes. We define the overlap_ratio to be the ratio of the area of the union of

The results validate our proposed zone-based scheme by demonstrating that (1) the participating nodes can be appropriately clustered using the network latency metric; and (2) the overlay provides good connectivity for participating nodes.

Impact on Latency To understand what kind of impact our overlay construction has on a node’s network latencies, we compare the average latency seen by a node (computed by taking the average of the latencies of all paths from the node to the origin) in the constructed overlay with that experienced by a direct connection between the node and the origin server. The ratio of these values is called Latency_Dilation. Table II summarizes the latency dilations for participating nodes in each constructed overlay. An entry in the table shows that (1) the number of nodes whose latency dilations fall into a particular range; and (2) how these nodes were partitioned among the zones in the overlay. For example, the first entry in the third column of the table, “23(14/4/5/0/0)”, should be read as “there are 23 nodes in the overlay whose latency dilations are between 0.8 ∼ 0.95; 14 of these nodes were partitioned into Zone0, 4 into Zone1 and 5 into Zone2”.

In the illustrative example, most of the nodes in Zone0 and Zone1 did not get affected because of the overlay: for nodes in Zone0, the latency is the same as would be seen by a direct connection to the origin. 3 Surprisingly, a few of the nodes in Zone1 (7 out of 18) and Zone2 (5 out of 34) achieved a better latency. On the other hand, 22 out of the 34 nodes in Zone2, and all of the nodes in Zone3 and Zone4 found their performance impaired by a factor of up to 2. Due to the extra hop(s) introduced by the constructed overlay, this is not surprising. In fact, if such “far” nodes can be clustered together and connected to the same intermediate node(s), a service replica can then be created near these intermediate nodes to significantly improve their performance.

By computing the average latency dilation of all nodes in an overlay, we found that among all 50 overlays constructed in our 50 experiments, the overhead introduced by our overlay construction was in the range 5% ∼ 15%, with an average of 9%. Our results show that our overlay construction scheme does not adversely impact node-perceived latency.

Clustering Ability One of the primary goals of our overlay construction was to provide an ability to cluster participating nodes in terms of their service access patterns.

While clustering effectiveness is necessarily influenced by application metrics, we use a model that is based on the analysis of access patterns of imagery services, such as SkyServer or TerraServer, and is also likely to be seen for map services such Microsoft’s MapPoint or MapQuest. For such services, client nodes are geographically distributed. However, nodes that are geographically close tend to share some commonness in requesting services. In our model, we approximate such locality using geographical proximity of participating nodes. Our model for service usage is as follows. Each node is associated with a geographic region where it itself sits at the center. This region represents the portion of the service data accessed by client requests originating at that node. A measure of request clustering on an intermediate node is the overlap between the geographic regions of its child nodes. We define the overlap_ratio to be the ratio of the area of the union of

The fact that some Zone0 nodes are shown with latency dilation values smaller than 1 is attributable to small (expected) measurement perturbations because of dynamic network conditions. Given the low absolute values of latencies in these cases, these perturbations sometimes result in large variations in the latency dilation value.
the child regions to the sum of the areas of these regions. The goodness of clustering is measured by a score that compares this ratio to the ideal case — where all of the child nodes reside at the same location (and hence the overlap ratio is 1/number_of_children):

\[
\text{Overlap\_Score} = \frac{(1 - \text{overlap\_ratio})}{1 - (1/\text{number\_of\_children})}
\]

The closer the overlap-score value to 1, the better the clustering. Table III shows the scores computed on intermediate nodes. We first set the region size as 3° longitude by 3° latitude. The results of the illustrative example show that 34.89% of intermediate nodes (14 out of 36) score between 0.4 ~ 0.6, and 16.67% of intermediate nodes score higher than 0.6. As we increase the size of region to 5° by 5°, the percentages change to 16.67% and 44.44%, respectively. In our other experiments, we also found that some nodes can score as high as 0.95, very close to the ideal case.

Considering the approximation based on node’s coordinates and the fact that nodes are rather geographically diverse, our overlay construction scheme demonstrates good ability to cluster nodes that are geographically close together. Such clustering provides ample opportunity to inspect the traffic flows between clients and the origin server to detect service usage locality.
Fig. 5. Measurement of Network Churn on PlanetLab over a 3-day period.

Fig. 6. A Simulated Network with High Churn on PlanetLab over a 24-hour period.

Fig. 7. Overlay Performance on the Simulated Network with High Churn.
B. Effect of Network Churn

In this experiment, we study the impact of network churn on our constructed overlays.

1) Churn on the PlanetLab Network: To better understand what kind of churn happens on the PlanetLab network, we measured the liveness of nodes over a 3-day period. Our program first identified 184 nodes out of the overall 195 nodes that were alive before the measurement, and then probed each node for its liveness every 30 minutes from a reliable node using the system tool PING. Our results show that during this 3-day period, the churn on the PlanetLab network was rather low. Figure 5(a) shows that the number of nodes that were live at a probe point was in the range of 175 \(\sim\) 184. The number of nodes that were down increased a little bit as the experiment progressed: 1 \(\sim\) 4 at the end of the first day and 3 \(\sim\) 9 at the end of the third day. Figure 5(b) provides additional detail about the node failures over the 3-day period. The figure, which plots the CDF of the number of failures seen by a node, shows that 73.91\% of the nodes stayed up over the entire 3-day period, and 15.76\% of the nodes went down just once.

2) A Simulated Network with High Churn: Our goal is to study the impact of high churn on our overlay construction. Since the real network churn we observed on the PlanetLab network was rather low, we ended up simulating a high-churn network at application-level: we extended our client and server programs so they could be either “up” or “down”. A “down” node does not participate in overlay construction or maintenance, nor does it respond to liveness queries.

In a real wide area network, a relatively large fraction of nodes might stay up for a long time, while the others might go down at any time. Once nodes go down, some might take a short time to recover, while others might take an arbitrary long time to do so. Nodes might also join/leave the network arbitrarily. To model such kind of churn, we identified 178 nodes that were up when our experiment started and then randomly selected 60\% of these nodes (107) that would stay up throughout the experiment. For the remaining 71 nodes, each node was able to switch its status between “down” and “up” (the initial status was “up”). Whenever a node wanted to change its status, it succeeded in doing so with a probability of 0.25. As part of the status change, a node would also determine how long it would stay in its new status: this period was randomly selected to be in the range 0 \(\sim\) 60 minutes during the first and third quarters of the experiments, and in the range of 0 \(\sim\) 20 minutes during the second and fourth quarters.

The origin server kept track of constructed overlay snapshots every 5 minutes, giving a total of 288 snapshots over a 24-hour period. Figure 6(a) shows that the number of nodes live at a snapshot point was in the range of 122 \(\sim\) 178. \(^4\) Not surprisingly, we observed a higher amount of network churn: in each 5-minute period, the number of events of churn (node joins/leaves) was in the range of 7 \(\sim\) 39. The ratio of the number of node joins/leaves compared to the number of live nodes in each snapshot was about 17.66% on average. The CDF in Figure 6(b) also supports these measurements. Only 13.48\% of the nodes stayed up throughout the 24-hour experiment. As expected, 40\% of the nodes failed multiple times (50 times or higher).

For each snapshot-overlay recorded at the origin server, we computed the average latency dilation of all participating nodes. Figure 7(a) shows that such latency dilation is in the range of 1.1 \(\sim\) 1.2. The average of all 288 snapshots is about 1.16. Not surprisingly, the latency dilations we observed in this experiment are slightly higher (by 7\%) than those observed in the experiments without simulating churn. This is because in the presence of churn, a node might lose the connection(s) to its selected parent(s) and have to reconnect itself to some other nodes which are farther away. However, on the whole, this result is fairly positive: despite the relatively high amount of network churn (40\% of nodes go down and up frequently), node-perceived latencies are affected by relatively small amounts. This behavior attests to the robustness and adaptability of our overlay maintenance protocols.

To evaluate the impact of network churn on the communication cost in our overlay maintenance protocols, we distinguished the messages resulting from churn from other messages of overlay maintenance. Such messages include \texttt{node join}, \texttt{node leave} and \texttt{node dead}. Our results show that over the 24-hour period, the extra communication cost attributable to network churn is 18\% on average, as shown in figure 7(b). This number is approximately equal to the ratio of events of network churn, implying that our algorithms do not introduce any unnecessary communication costs.

C. Multiple Origin Servers

Our oriented overlay construction algorithm can also support a network with multiple origin servers. The idea in this case is to cluster the participating nodes as close as possible to the origin servers. The advantage of such a strategy is that it provides potentially lower path latencies for participating nodes. We restrict that a node can participate in only one overlay oriented towards its closest origin.

Figure 8 shows an overlay constructed with three origin servers: one is in the east coast of the United States (NYU), the second is in the west coast of the United States (UCSB), and the last is in France (INRIA).

The results show that most of the nodes end up participating in the overlay oriented towards an origin server which is geographically closest. Not surprisingly, there exist a few nodes that violate the geographical proximity rules: four nodes in Europe selected NYU instead of INRIA to participate in because of the smaller round-trip latency between the node and NYU. Since the number of such violations is very small, it does not affect the metrics of our constructed overlays.

\(^4\)There is a sharp decrease of this number within the period of \([0, 10]\) minutes. This is because all the 71 nodes simulating network churn are initially configured with an “up” status so the number of nodes switching to “down” is more than those going in the reverse direction.

\(^5\)We had expected this number to be closer to 60\%, but suspect that the PlanetLab slice scheduling policy might manifest itself in some of our “up” nodes being classified as being “down” over certain intervals. Note that these nodes rarely suffer more than 8 failures.
The resulting overlays end up exhibiting better quality in terms of latency dilation (Table IV) and node clustering ability (Table V) as compared to those built with a single origin server. In the overlays shown in Figure 8, we found that (1) for latency dilation, only 7.89% of nodes score larger than 1.05 while 85.53% of nodes score between 0.8 ~ 1.05, as compared to 37.5% and 55.68% for the corresponding intervals in the single origin server case (see Table II); and (2) for clustering ability, 25.71% of the intermediate nodes have an overlap score between 0.4 ~ 0.6, while 31.43% of the intermediate nodes score higher than 0.6, as compared to 16.66% and 44.44% respectively in the single origin server case (see Table III). Notice that the number of intermediate nodes is smaller than the one in an overlay with single origin server. This is because by partitioning nodes into different overlays, the number of leaf-nodes in the resulting overlays is increased significantly.

VI. RELATED WORK

Our zone-based oriented overlays address the challenge of building a “good” overlay network for data-centric services to flow requests from geographically distributed clients towards one or more origin servers. The main ideas underlying our work are that (1) nodes with network proximity exhibit similar service usage behaviors; and that (2) clustering nearby nodes with an orientation “bias” towards the origin server(s) provides ample opportunity to detect and dynamically leverage such service usage locality. Although addressing a somewhat different goal, our work is related to prior work that has looked at building overlay networks and at enhancing their performance with different kinds of information about network proximity.

In addition to the work on structured [6]–[10] and unstructured [11]–[17], [21], [22] P2P overlay networks that we discussed in Section I, researchers have also examined construction of overlay networks to support multicast flow patterns [23]–[26]. The focus in the former case is on supporting an all-to-all flow pattern in the context of data sharing, and unlike our medium-scale focus, the emphasis in such systems is typically on supporting efficient routing in extremely large-scale systems. The multicast networks address a more related problem, that of delivering a content stream from a single source to multiple locations. Unlike the bandwidth-centric focus of these systems, our target applications are more latency sensitive. Additionally, the reason for merging routes in the network has less to do with elimination of redundant communication, and more to do with discovering and leveraging service usage locality.

Researchers have also looked into enhancing the performance of the above overlay networks using some information about network proximity. Krishnamurthy et al. [21], [22] looked at topology-aware clustering of web clients using border gateway protocol routing information. At the application level, work on topology-aware unstructured overlays has proposed a landmark clustering scheme [14], [16], which rely upon the existence of a small number of carefully selected landmark nodes that serve as location beacons for the other (usually larger number of) nodes that participate in the overlay. Given the smaller scale of our networks, we have relied upon direct measurements of the latency between participating nodes and origin servers and likely parent candidates. Recent work on incorporating network locality considerations into

### Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>[0, .5]</th>
<th>[.5, .8]</th>
<th>[.8, 1]</th>
<th>[.1, .35]</th>
<th>[.35, .5]</th>
<th>[.5, .7]</th>
<th>[.7, .8]</th>
<th>[.8, 1]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NYU</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCSB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRIA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE IV**

LATENCY DILATION IN ZONE-BASED OVERLAYS WITH MULTIPLE ORIGIN SERVERS.

### Table V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>[0, 0.2]</th>
<th>[0.2, 0.4]</th>
<th>[0.4, 0.6]</th>
<th>[0.6, 0.8]</th>
<th>[0.8, 1]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NYU</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCSB</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INRIA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE V**

CLUSTERING IN ZONE-BASED OVERLAY WITH MULTIPLE ORIGIN SERVERS.
structured overlays (e.g., Coral [10]) have also pursued a similar direct measurement approach. Unlike these systems, most of which use network latency as an indicator of proximity, recent work on topology-aware multicast networks [25], [26] has looked into mechanisms for estimating and optimizing use of network bandwidth. The latter is harder to measure directly, and reasoning about its shared use requires a better model of network utilization than our target applications provide.

Finally, a number of recent systems such as IDMaps [27], GNP [28], WNMS [29] and more recently, Vivaldi [30] have been proposed to map nodes on the Internet onto locations in a cartesian coordinate system. These systems provide a global distance estimation service at the infrastructure level, and if available and accurate enough can substitute for some of the measurements our algorithms make currently. Given that there are many applications where accurate geographical location information (as opposed to merely proximity indicators) yields a substantially better model of service usage, the wider availability of such systems will end up further improving the performance of our overlays.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have presented a zone-based scheme to construct oriented overlays and shown using extensive experiments with a PlanetLab-based implementation that it produces overlays that (1) are robust to network dynamics; (2) offer good clustering ability; and (3) minimally impact end-to-end network latencies seen by clients.

Our overlay construction algorithms attempt to define common routing paths for requests originating at nodes that are close geographically, observing that for several data-centric services, clients that are geographically close demonstrate similarity in service usage patterns. Our approach determines geographical proximity using network latency measurements, an approximation shown in our experiments to be relatively good. As noted earlier, more direct geographical location indicators can be easily incorporated. More generally, the zone partitioning and parent selection steps of our algorithms can be extended to accommodate other, possibly application-specific, scoring systems to influence request and response routing. For instance, recognizing that clients with different levels of network connectivity typically exhibit different service usage patterns, one may wish to route requests from low-bandwidth clients along different paths as compared to those from higher bandwidth clients. Such differentiation opens up many interesting possibilities for service specialization.

As noted in Section II, one of the motivations for this work was to enable construction of alternative caching infrastructures for data-centric network services whose responses are generated dynamically. We are currently building one such infrastructure, extending an earlier design [19]. In this context, a long-term challenge is to better understand the interactions between the characteristics of the overlay network and the routing and scheduling decisions taken at the level of the infrastructure, particularly in situations where multiple services are being co-hosted on the same resources.
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